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OMEGA – UNAI – ASPIRE HIGHSCHOOL CHAPTER

Governing Body
Chair Person:

Mr. P R Krishna

Chairman
+919940096310

prkrishna@omegaschools.org

Focal Point : Dr. Bhavanishankar Subramanian
Senior Principal
+919282217009

seniorprincipal@omegaschools.org

Focal Point : Ms. Ganga Raghavan
Coordinator: Theory of Knowledge, IBDP & Environmental Sustainability
+919884533228

gangar@omegaschools.org / envsustain@omegaschools.org

Student Coordinator
Name: Rahul Sanku

Dept: CIS

Contact No: 08939667951 Email: rahulsanku@gmail.com
Joint Coordinator
Name: Gowri Raj Varma
Dept: CBSE
Contact No: 9840832438 Email: chatwithgowrio2@gmail.com
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OMEGA ASPIRE CHAPTER: ACTIVITIES

Chapter Committee In-charges

Program Committee: Vision Awareness
Committee Head: Ms. Harathi Gurrala
Dept: Life Skill Activities
Committee Joint Coordinator: Mr. P. Srinivasan
Dept: Humanities
Finance Committee
Mr. Natarajan, Treasurer, Dept of Accounts and Finance
Mr. Venkat, Joint Treasurer, Dept of Accounts and finance
Documentation
Ms. Preeti G T, Committee Head, Manager for Corporate Communications
Mr. Kaustav Mehta, Joint Committee Coordinator, IB Year 1
Logistics
Ms. Ushma .S, Committee Head, HOD: Value Based Spiritual Education
+919087886909

ushmas@omegaschools.org
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UNITED NATIONS ACADEMIC IMPACT
The United Nations Academic Impact is a programme of the Outreach Division of
the Department of Public Information. It is open to all institutions of higher
education granting degrees or their equivalent, as well as bodies whose
substantive responsibilities relate to the conduct of research.
The essential frame of reference is:
1. To bring into association with the United Nations, and with each other,
institutions of higher learning throughout the world.
2. To provide a mechanism for such institutions to commit themselves to the
fundamental precepts driving the United Nations mandate, in particular the
realization of the universally accepted Sustainable Development Goals.
3. To serve as a viable point of contact for ideas and proposals relevant to the
United Nations mandate.
4. To promote the direct engagement of institutions of higher education in
programs, projects and initiatives relevant to this mandate.
The United Nations Academic Impact (UNAI) is a global initiative that aligns
institutions of higher education with the United Nations in furthering the
realization of the purposes and mandate of the Organization through activities and
research in a shared culture of intellectual social responsibility.
VISION
Brilliance in social activities and research, that promotes prosperity and economic
opportunity, greater social well-being, and protection of the environment.
MISSION
•To offer state of art path forward for improving the lives of nearby people.
•To undertake collaborative projects with government for the welfare of the society.
•To instil ethical, social and environmental perspectives for the sustainable
development of the community.
•To nurture imagination, Intellectual social responsibility and interpersonal skills
among students.
•To promote technical knowledge, sharing culture and coordinate humanitarian
relief operations
PRINCIPLES
1. A commitment to the principles inherent in the United Nations Charter as values
that education seeks to promote and help fulfil.
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2 .A commitment to human rights, among them freedom of inquiry, opinion, and
speech.
3. A commitment to educational opportunity for all people regardless of gender,
race, religion or ethnicity.
4. A commitment to the opportunity for every interested individual to acquire the
skills and knowledge necessary for the pursuit of higher education.
5. A commitment to building capacity in higher education systems across the
world.
6. A commitment to encouraging global citizenship through education.
7. A commitment to advancing peace and conflict resolution through education.
8. A commitment to addressing issues of poverty through education.
9. A commitment to promoting sustainability through education.
10. A commitment to promoting inter-cultural dialogue and understanding, and
the “unlearning” of intolerance, through education.
ASPIRE
The student branch of the UN Academic Impact is known as ASPIRE: Action by
Students to Promote Innovation and Reform through Education.
ASPIRE is a student-driven initiative and actively embodies UNAI’s principles within
student communities around the world. Operating locally within their
communities, the activities of each ASPIRE group contributes to UNAI’s overall
message of unity and action to address global challenges.
ASPIRE personifies the saying, “Sharing a Culture of Intellectual Social
Responsibility.” It connects student organizations and individuals to global
opportunities through the United Nations, educational and academic institutions,
and civil society groups that focus on the UNAI principles.
ASPIRE groups are directly affiliated to UNAI, and when their institution is a UNAI
member, to it as well.
ASPIRE priorities above all else, activism and action by students to promote and
support the ten universally accepted UNAI principles.
FOUNDATION
The student chapter was set up on 05/06/2017. It consists of a governing body and
members from various departments of the school. The head of the governing body
is the Chairman followed by two staff in charges for the chapter. It constitutes a
student coordinator, a joint coordinator and three committees with each having a
committee head and joint coordinator.
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